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The Front Cover
WITHOUT A DOUBT the most beautifully illustrated publication of
Oscar Wilde's tragedy in one act entitled Salome ever produced in this
country is the one issued by E. P. Dutton & Company in an edition limited to 500 numbered copies back in 1927. The illustrations or "Inventions," as they are there called, were the original creations of a young
artist named John Vassos who had come to this country from Greece
only a few years previously. Copies of this book are now eagerly sought
after as a collectors' item.

In 1933 the same publisher issued an edition of Samuel Coleridge's
Kubla Khan with "Interpretative Illustrations" by John Vassos, and this
production has also become a desirable item for admirers of books
enhanced by the touch of Mr. Vassos' unique style.
Since then Mr. Vassos has become recognized in all quarters as a
distinguished artist, an expert illustrator of great imagination, an interesting lecturer, an author, and an authority in the field of industrial
design, and has been the recipient of many awards and medals. He has
been at Syracuse University numerous times as a Visiting Lecturer, and
has many friends in the community. Earlier this year Mr. Vassos presented to The Mayfield Library the originals of seven of the thirteen
illustrations painted for Kubla Khan together with the original manuscript of his unusually interesting Foreword which appeared in the 1933
publication.
When it was proposed to Mr. Vassos that one of these originals be
selected for reproduction on the cover of this issue of The Courier, he
countered with the more recent drawing executed especially for this
purpose.
In connection with this illustration Mr. Vassos wrote: "I have
always felt that dispelling darkness is timeless and universal - and I
sincerely believe it is man's destiny."
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Swinburne's Autumn in Cornwall

OF THE SEVERAL PLACES the great English poet, A. C. Swinburne
( 1837-1909), liked to go on holiday and vacation excursions and walking
tours, one of which especially appealed to him was the south-westernmost
promontory of England known as Cornwall, which abounded in high
moors and broad-topped hills and broken and picturesque scenery, full
of contrast. His letters written from this country of long combes and
valleys, and furze and heather, are full of charming and graphic descriptions, all giving evidence of the happy excitement he was experiencing.
On one occasion the poet was inspired to record in verse his
reaction to the sensitive beauty of this region, and the result was "Autumn
in Cornwall," a delicately and finely chiseled poem of six stanzas of eight
lines each. These verses first appeared in print in Swinburne's volume
entitled Poems and Ballads: Second Series (London: Chatto and Windus,
1878), where they constituted the fourth division of "Four Songs of Four
Seasons," the other three being: "Winter in Northumberland," "Spring
in Tuscany," and "Summer in Auvergne." Since then, this quartet has
been published in most of the selections and collections of Swinburne's
poetry.
During the recent auction season in London, the original manuscript of "Autumn in Cornwall" was put up for sale in the Great Rooms
of the famous firm of Christie, Manson & Woods, Ltd., in King Street.
It comprised Item 126 in the catalogue of the sale held on 29 November 1967.

"WHERE STRONG MEN SENSE-CONFOUNDED"
Line seven, stanza three, of the original manuscript of Swinburne's poem
"Autumn in Cornwall," the gift of Mr. Chester Soling of New York City,
Class of 1954.
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Through the good offices and intelligent efforts of Mr. Timothy
d'Arch Smith, the erudite and expert bookman of The Times Bookshop,
London, who acted as his representative at the sale, Mr. Chester Soling
of New York City, distinguished graduate of Syracuse University, Class
of 1954, cum laude, member of the Board of Trustees of Library Associates, and an authority in his field of Architecture, was able to overcome
all the competition in Christie's Great Rooms that day, and thereupon
found himself the owner of this precious one-of-a-kind item. A few days
ago Mr. Soling, with the hearty approval of Mrs. Soling, presented this
manuscript to Syracuse University to be added to the Swinburne Collection in The Mayfield Library, and there it may now be viewed by anyone
and examined and studied by scholars and researchers interested in such
valuable and unusually interesting original examples of English Literature.
The manuscript consists of one sheet of blue paper, 8~ x 13 inches
in size, watermarked with the design of seated Britannia in oval surmounted by crown, undated. (This was Swinburne's favorite kind of
paper for his poetical and prose compositions; he must have bought it
by the cwt.) There is hardly a line without alterations, emendations,
changes, deletions, rewritings,· and directional lines indicating insertions
or substitutions; both sides of the sheet are littered with interspersions
of all ilk, yet there is evidence present to indicate irrefutably that this
was the identical paper used by the man setting up the type in the printer's
establishment.
This manuscript is preserved in an acid-free folder enclosed in a
heavy silk and morocco folding case, lettered and decorated in gilt, made
by the famous London binders Riviere & Son.
A comparison of the text of the manuscript with that in the first
London foolscap octavo edition of 1878 shows that the typesetter must
have been an expert at reading Swinburne's scratchy handwriting for this
first appearance in print follows the manuscript perfectly, word for word,
punctuation for punctuation, except in one peculiar instance which
creates something of a little. mystery.
In the manuscript, stanza three, line seven has no alterations and
clearly reads:
Where strong men sense-eonfounded
but in the published version it reads:
When strong men sense-confounded [.]
In the London crown octavo edition, also of 1878, the line reads:
When strong men . . .
In Swinburne's published correspondence with his publisher,
Andrew Chatto, there is no reference to this variation from the reading of
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the original manuscript, although the poet vigorously complained of an
error in another part of the book.
But here comes the rub: In the New York, 1878 edition of this
book (R. Worthington, 750 Broadway), the text conforms with the
manuscript reading, and this line appears as:
Where strong men . . .
In the London, 1884 edition (designated on the title page by Chatto
and Windus as the Fourth Edition), the line remains unchanged from
previous London editions:
When strong men . . .
Worthington's New York edition of 1887 still follows the manuscript reading with:
Where strong men . . .
In the New York edition issued by John W. Lovell, 150 Worth
Street, also in 1887, the manuscript reading is followed:
Where strong men . . .
Oddly enough, in the cumbersome volume of 858 pages put out in
New York, also in 1887, by John D. Williams, 50 West Fourteenth Street,
claiming to be the complete edition of Swinburne's poetical and dramatic
works, the London line is followed:
When strong men . . .
This appears to be the first instance in which the variant London version
was used in a New York edition.
In the London, 1889 edition (designated on the title page by Chatto
and Windus as the Sixth Edition), the wording is still:
When strong men . . .
In 1893 Chatto and Windus issued "A New Edition," and there
the line remains at variance with the manuscript:
When strong men . . .
In 1901 Chatto and Windus issued "A New Edition," and the line
remained unchanged:
When strong men . . .
In the first collected edition of six volumes of poetry issued by
Chatto and Windus in 1904, the line follows the previous London
versions:
When strong men . . .
In the New York edition of this six-volume collection, issued the
same year by Harper & Brothers, the line follows the London text:
When strong men . . .
4

"A New Edition" of the one volume: Poems and Ballads: Second
Series was published by Chatto and Windus in 1908, and the line remained unchanged from their previous publications:
When strong men . . .
In the Golden Pine Edition of the book issued in 1924 by William
Heinemann in London, the reading of the line follows the previous
London editions:
When strong men . . .
In the Bonchurch Edition of Swinburne's writings, edited by
Edmund Gosse and Thomas James Wise, and issued jointly by William
Heinemann, Ltd., London, and Gabriel Wells, New York, in 1925-27,
the line, as might be expected, starts off:
When strong men . . .
In the Everyman's Library edition of Swinburne's poems and prose,
edited by Richard Church, and issued jointly in 1940 by J. M. Dent &
Sons, Ltd., London, and E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc., New York, of the
"Four Songs of Four Seasons," only "Autumn in Cornwall" was included,
and there the seventh line of the third stanza starts off with:
When strong men . . .
This is just about as far as this enumeration should be carried.
One thing readily apparent is the difficulty a careful editor will
experience should he strive at this late date for a pure text of Swinburne's poetry, that is, one which corresponds precisely with the wording
actually produced by the poet in his manuscripts. Nor is it encouraging
to realize there may be other instances of this same sort elsewhere, as
yet undetected. But the mysterious aspect arises with the London and
New York editions of 1878. Swinburne's publisher, Chatto and Windus,
had the manuscript, but did not follow the wording of line seven of
stanza three of "Autumn in Cornwall." Worthington of New York, known
notoriously as a pirate, or unscrupulous publisher of unauthorized
editions of British authors, could not have had the manuscript, yet his
line seven conforms with what the poet actually wrote.
How did this come about? That is the question.
It may also be asked: Where or When? One refers to place, and
the other to time, but does the use of one or the other alter the meaning
of the line? If not, then what difference does it make which word is
used? The difference is the same as the difference between being right
and being wrong.
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The Greatest American: A Close-up
LAST FEBRUARY the anniversary of the birth of George Washington
was memorialized by Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kohen of Washington, D. C.
in the form of a gift to Syracuse University Library of an unusual book
pertaining to the Father of Our Country. Mr. and Mrs. Kohen have been
friends of the University and members of Library Associates for a long
time.
The short title of the book reads as follows: Epistles Domestic, Confidential, and Official, from General Washington, and was published in
New York in 1796, 303 pages, embellished by a frontispiece portrait of
Washington engraved by S. Hill.
On the title page the claim is made that these Epistles were written
by Washington at the commencement of the Revolution, when he entered
on command of the Army, and purport to include an interesting series of
letters to the British Admirals Arbuthnot and Digby, to Gen. Sir Henry
Clinton, Lord Cornwallis, Marquis de la Fayette, and others, along with
orders and instructions given by Washington on important occasions to
his Aids de Camp, &c. &c. &c.
The truth is that the first seven letters are Tory forgeries alleged to
have been found in the trunk of one of Washington's servants, and were
designed to discredit the American Cause as much as possible. Later on,
it was said that the author of these spurious letters was John Randolph,
the last Royal Attorney-General of Virginia.
This volume alone is a most interesting item pertaining to George
Washington, but what makes this copy particularly valuable is a newspaper clipping pasted down flat on the inside front cover which gives
an intimate, close-up view of the man who was the Father of Our Country. This clipping shows that the account originated in the Albany, New
York Express, and it is regretted that the former owner of this copy who
preserved the article in this manner did not indicate the date of its
publication.

Be that as it may, reading this account gives one an excellent impression of the physical appearance of George Washington such as is seldom
met with in the contemporary writings relating to the Greatest American
of all. For those readers who would like to feel as if they were standing
in Washington's presence, the account from the Albany Express is given
below:
Washington had a large, thick nose, and it was very red that
day, giving me the impression that he was not so moderate in
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the use of liquors as he was supposed to be. I found afterward
that this was a peculiarity. His nose was apt to turn scarlet in a
cold wind. He was standing near a small camp fire, evidently
lost in thought, and making no effort to keep warm. He seemed
6Y2 feet in height, and was erect as an Indian, and did not for
a moment relax from a military attitude.
Washington's exact height was 6 feet 2 inches in his boots.
He was then a little lame from striking his knee against a tree.
His eye was so gray that it looked almost white, and he had a
troubled look on his colorless face. He had a piece of woolen
tied around this throat and was quite hoarse. Perhaps the throat
trouble from which he finally died had its origin about then.
Washington's boots were enormous. They were No. 13. His
ordinary walking shoes were No. 11. His hands were large in
proportion and he could not buy a glove to fit him and had
to have his gloves made to order. His mouth was his strong
feature, his lips being always tightly compressed. That day they
were compressed so tightly as to be painful to look at.
At that time he weighed two hundred pounds, and there was
no surplus flesh about him. He was tremendously muscled and
the fame of his great strength was everywhere. His large tent
when wrapped up with the poles was so heavy that it required
two men to place it in the camp wagon. Washington would lift
it with one hand and throw it in the wagon as easily as if it
were a pair of saddlebags. He could hold a musket with one
hand and shoot with precision as easily as other men did with
a horse pistol. His lungs were his weak point and his voice was
never s-trong.
He was at that time in the prime of life. His hair was a
chestnut brown, his cheeks were prominent, and his head was
not large in contrast to every other part of his body, which
seemed large and bony at all points. His finger joints and wrists
were so large as to be genuine curiosities. As to habits at that
period I found out much that might be interesting. He was an
enormous eater, but was content with bread and meat, if he
had plenty of it. But hunger seemed to put him in a rage. It
was his custom to take a drink of rum or whiskey on awakening in the morning.
Of course, all this was changed when he grew old. I saw him
at Alexandria [Virginia] a year before he died. His hair was
7

very gray and his form was slightly bent. His chest was very
thin. He had false teeth which did not fit, and pushed his under
lip outward.
Wouldn't it be interesting to know the identity of the writer of this
unusual little piece?

s.c. atS.U.
STEPHEN CRANE (1871-1900), now regarded as one of the greats
of American Realistic Literature, was just a little over nineteen years of
age when he became a student at Syracuse University in January 1891.
The Onondagan, an annual issued by students at Syracuse University,
was first published in March 1883, and Volume 8, entitled The Onondagan of '92, was published by the Junior Class during the Spring Term
of 1891. At that time there were 812 students attending the University.
In this Volume 8 are found the following references to Stephen Crane:
Page 98: Crane is listed as an Undergraduate Member of the Syracuse Chapter of the social Fraternity Delta Upsilon, Class of Ninety-four.
Page 148: Crane is shown as a Member and Secretary and Treasurer
of the Claverack College and Hudson River Institute Alumni Association.
Page 157: Crane is shown as one of the Players and Captain of the
Delta Upsilon Cricket Club.
Page 167: Crane is shown as belonging to one of the Delta Upsilon
Coasting Clubs called "The Nut-Brown Maiden."
Page 172: Crane is shown as being a member of the Tooth Pick
Club of the Delta Upsilon House on Ostrum Avenue.
In the section entitled "Grinds," where the Sensitive Reader is
Warned: Danger! Danger! Stop! Go No Further! Crane's name appears
among the Freshmen on page 204, followed by these verses:
Sweet drop of pure and pearly light,
In thee the rays of virtue shine,
More calmly clear, more mildly bright
Than any gem that gilds the mine.
Though not there identified, these lines are readily recognized as coming
from a poem entitled "On a Tear" by the well-known English poet and
banker Samuel Rogers (1763-1855).
Query: Should Volume 8 of The Onondagan be included as an item
in the bibliography of Stephen Crane?
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A Friend Gone for a While
RECENTLY the Board of Trustees· of Syracuse University Library
Associates passed the following Resolution:
WHEREAS, Warren Edward Day demonstrated over a period
of many years his abiding interest and loyalty to Syracuse University; and
WHEREAS, he was a member of the Board of Trustees of
Syracuse University Library Associates; and
WHEREAS, he exerted leadership in the program of Library
development; and
WHEREAS, he gave generously of himself and his personal
resources to enrich the Collections of Rare Books and Manuscripts at Syracuse University; and
WHEREAS, it has pleased God in His Infinite Wisdom to
remove our friend and brother from among us; therefore be it
RESOLVED, that this Board acknowledges the news of Warren
Edward Day's sudden passing on 17 February 1968 with
profound sorrow, accepts with deep regret the loss of so
highly respected and long distinguished friend and Associate,
and requests that the Chairman of this Board transmit this
Resolution to Mrs. Day.

Even as he trod that day to God so walked he from his birth,
In simpleness and gentleness and honor and pure mirth.

From Mrs. Anna Neagoe

IN

1965 Mrs. Anna Neagoe, Executrix of the Estate of her late
husband Peter Neagoe, "author and artist, Rumanian by birth, American
by choice, arranged for the publication of the manuscript of his novel
based on the life of his long-time friend, Constantin Brancusi, pioneer
of modern sculptural forms, whose "Bird in Space" became worldrenowned back in 1919 when, as the center of a notorious court trial,
the bronze piece was adjudged "a work of art."
The book was published by Chilton Company, Philadelphia, under
the title The Saint of Montparnasse, 288 pages, with illustrations, including a frontispiece sketch of Brancusi by Neagoe.
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Peter Neagoe died in 1960 at the age of seventy-eight, and in 1963
Mrs. Neagoe presented a considerable number of his literary materials
to Syracuse University, which collection did not include the manuscript of
the Brancusi book, then in the process of being prepared for publication.
It is a pleasure now to report here that Mrs. Neagoe recently presented the original manuscript of The Saint of Montparnasse to Syracuse
University where it is preserved for the use of s,cholars and researchers
concerned with such valuable literary objects.

War Declared

T

HERE IS ONE WAY and one way only of spelling the middle name
of Edgar A. Poe, the great American poet and short story writer who
lived from 1809 to 1849. All others are misspellings.

There is no reason for making this mistake. Anyone intelligent
enough to be writing Poe's name ought to know how to spell his middle
name.
Unlimited warfare is hereby declared against these ignorant and
stupid people who commit this error in print, and in future issues of The
Courier names will be named and citations cited exposing such culpable
coofs.

Lafacadio Hearn's The Perfume of Women

IN

that most delightful book The Love Affairs of a Bibliomaniac,
first published in New York, 1896, and reissued many times thereafter,
the great Eugene Field (1850-1895) has a chapter "On the Odors which
my Books Exhale," and in the second paragraph appears the statement
that "Lafcadio Hearn once wrote a treatise upon perfumes, an ingenious
and scholarly performance; he limited the edition to fifty copies and
published it privately-so the book is rarely met with."
What does Field mean: "rarely met with"? Has anybody ever seen
a copy? Has anybody ever heard of a copy existing in a library or private
collection?
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Lafcadio Hearn, to whom Field refers, was Patricio Lafcadio Tessima Carlos Hearn, to give him the full string of his baptismal designations, born in 1850 on the Isle of Santa Maura, in the Ionian Achipelago,
off the coast of Greece; and died in Japan in 1904. Hearn was educated
in France and England, came to the United States in 1869, had an
unsuccessful career as a journalist in Cincinnati, lived for a time in New
Orleans, Martinique, and New York City, produced newspaper sketches,
inconsequential novels, and hack writing, and in 1890 went to Japan
where he spent the rest of his life, became a Japanese citizen under the
name of Koizumi Takumo, occupied the Chair of English Literature at
the Imperial University of Tokyo, and wrote twelve books on the life,
customs, flora, and fauna of his adopted country.
But what about this "ingenious and scholarly" treatise upon perfumes to which Eugene Field refers?
In his splendid book entitled: Lafcadio Hearn's American Days
(New York, 1924; London, 1925), Edward Larocque Tinker devotes an
entire chapter to Hearn's unusually acute sense of smell, and gives the
title of the "treatise" as "The Perfume of Women." He makes out a
pretty good case for Hearn's qualifications and capability of producing
such a thing as "The Perfume of Women" is supposed to be, but at the
same time Tinker is not able to turn up a copy of the printing or give
any information about the time and place of its production.
Last year at Syracuse University Mr. James P. Colligan produced
for the Journalism Class taught by Prof. Kathy Covert (Mrs. Frank
Stepanek), Department of Journalism, an excellent paper recounting his
researches into Hearn's "The Perfume of Women," but he, like Tinker,
was not able to point to a single copy in existence anywhere.
In the compilation entitled: Bibliography of American Literature,
now in its fourth volume, Mr. Jacob Blanck, its editor, has been
99.99991;-2 per cent correct in the descriptions of the items included in
this excellent work, and very little, if anything, has escaped his falcon
eye or elephantine memory; and in the section devoted to Lafcaido Hearn
there is no entry for "The Perfume of Women," nor is there any inference that Hearn ever composed such a "treatise."
That Lafcadio Hearn may have been qualified to write on such a
subject may very well be true, but being qualified to do something and
actually doing it are certainly two different things.
Has anybody ever seen a copy of Lafcadio Hearn's "The Perfume
of Women"? Has anybody ever heard of a copy existing in a library
or private collection?
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Eugene Field, himself an ardent bibiophile and serious book collector, and the Poet who gave to the world such magnificent love-songs of
childhood as "Wynken, Blynken, and Nod," "Little Boy Blue," and the
one about the gingham dog and the calico cat, was never known to tell
a lie throughout his whole life, not even a little white lie, much less a
bibliographical one.

Mod
NOTHING is so dangerous as being too modern. One is apt to
grow old-fashioned quite suddenly.
-O.W.

No More Smith

IN

The Courier No. 25 a call went out to Library Associates for
copies of books by the American author Francis Hopkinson Smith (18381915), better known as F. Hopkinson Smith, who contributed some very
enjoyable novels to American Literature, the best known of which is
probably Colonel Carter at Cartersville, originally published in 1891.

The response was instantaneous and most gratifying. Copies of
Smith's first and later editions came in from far and wide in such quantities
that there are now no perceptible gaps in the Smith Collection here at
Syracuse University Library.
Among the first to answer the call was Mr. Richard F. Crandell
of Pleasantville, New York, Public Relations Director of the Herald
Tribune Fresh Air Fund, who knew the novelist's son, F. Hopkinson
Smith, Jr., and worked with him on the New York Herald Tribune many
years ago.
In a communication to the Editor of The Courier Mr. Crandell
requested that it be made known that: "This fifteen volume Beacon
Edition of the writings of F. Hopkinson Smith, who sketched, wrote, and
dined his way through life in leisurely fashion, is presented to Syracuse
University Library in memory of Frank Newton Irwin, M.D., original
owner of the books.
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"Dr. Irwin, noted ophthalmologist, lived in White Plains, New York,
and was a man of catholic taste. In his colonial style home at 27 North
Broadway, Dr. Irwin enjoyed the books of Smith and other writers until
Time and what Hopkinson Smith called 'the new car of Juggernaut:
American Progress' overcame everything in sight. Dr. Irwin's home and
his favorite croquet grounds, where in an age of white duck trousers,
blazers, and parasols, he swilled gallons of iced lemonade during his
tilts with the mallet, finally had to give way to the bulldozers. I hope the
readers of these books by F. Hopkinson Smith will find in them Peace
and 'the sweetness of an old time, simpler life.' "
Others who came bearing Smith in several or single copies included:
Dr. Francis A. Wingate, Treasurer of Syracuse University;
Paul S. Clarkson, attorney and prominent bibliophile of Baltimore, Maryland;
Dr. William G. Peacher, physician of Syracuse; and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold M. Jalonack, West Redding, Connecticut;
Mr. Jalonack is a distinguished member of the Class of 1917.
An unusual bit of Smithana came from Mr. Arthur Leonard Ross of
New York City in the form of a photographic copy of what is undoubtedly
the novelist's shortest literary effort, sent to his and Mr. Ross' friend, the
editor Perriton Maxwell, consisting of a single sheet of paper on which
are written the two words: It Was! and signed F. Hopkinson Smith,
Dec. 5 [1904]. Unfortunately, no notation was made by anyone as to
what brought this about, so the meaning of this manuscript may remain
a mystery for a long time to come.
Right here in Syracuse, almost within the shadows of the Hall of
Languages on the Campus, resides the most ardent admirer and indefatigable collector of the writings of F. Hopkinson Smith in the whole
country. The shelves of Mrs. Linda Frodin Squair, a former student at
Syracuse University, contain not only copies of first editions in pristine
condition, but also limited and de luxe editions, some extremely rare,
presentation copies with inscriptions by Smith, and a raft of original
letters and autograph manuscripts. In response to the notice in The
Courier, Mrs. Squair withdrew duplicates from her colleotion, and most
graciously presented them to the Library. She is the wife of Mr. Lyall D.
Squair, the well-known Theodore Roosevelt collector.
One of Smith's more popular books was Caleb West: Master Diver,
a romance centered around the building of the Race Rock Lighthouse,
New York, originally published in Boston, 1898. (During his career
as a professional engineer, Smith had courageously performed the difficult
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HART CRANE'S 0 CARIB ISLE!
Reduced reproduction of holograph written by the poet 6 November 1927
in compliance with a request from a collector who admired the poem. This
manuscript is No. C8 in Mr, Lohf's compilation, From the original in The
Mayfield Library at Syracuse University.
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feat of constructing the Race Rock Lighthouse, eight miles out to sea
with a seven knot rip tide; Smith was also the construction engineer for
the foundations of the Statue of Liberty.) In the Smith Collection at
Syracuse University now is a copy of this novel, issued in New York,
1~99, by the International Book and Publishing Company, with this
startling notice on the title page: SPECIAL EDITION, LIMITED TO
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND COPIES. Quite an appeal to collectors
of limited editions! Something which will certainly be puzzling to bibliographers is found on the reverse of the title page. There one reads:
This volume is issued for sale in paper covers only, and the book is
bound in as hard a cover as was ever made, and it is the original
binding too.

Hart Crane

IN

THE PAST, any scholar who has needed to examine manuscript
materials has faced the long and arduous task of seeking them out for
himself. With the publication by the Ohio State University Press of the
volume entitled The Literary Manuscripts of Hart Crane, compiled by
Mr. Kenneth A. Lohf of the Department of Special Collections of the
Libraries of Columbia University, is inaugurated a new series of Calendars of American Literary Manuscripts, designed to provide the scholar
and critic with readily accessible lists of the available pre- and postpublication manuscript inscriptions of selected American authors.

There is no longer any need to justify the systematic presentation
of the results of intensive, specialized searches for literary manuscripts.
To critics and scholars the perceptive use of an author's manuscripts and
correspondence is of paramount and final importance; for a close reading
of the original documents, especially when they have survived with some
measure of completeness, can reveal the author's sources, his methods
of composition, the intuition and intellect that directed his imagination,
and the biographical circumstances that influenced his thought and action.
The 278 literary manuscripts of Hart Crane listed in this publication
are preserved in some sixteen repositories across the country. Mr. Lohf
describes each in accordance with the essentials of bibliographic methodology-citation, transcription, collation, dating, and enumeration. He has
been guided by the unique physical properties of the manuscripts themselves and their bibliographical relation to printed materials. The manuscripts relating to White Buildings, The Bridge, and "Key West" are
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grouped in the order in which they were published in book form. Minor,
uncollected, and unpublished poems form a separate section. Also documented separately are 805 letters written by Crane and 455 written to him.
Hart Crane was born in Ohio in 1899 and in 1932 he committed
suicide by jumping from a ship that was bringing him home from a year's
residence in Mexico.
R. Ashley.

In Memory of Rufus Stanley Miller
MR. G. REED SALISBURY, prominent member of Syracuse University Class of 1922, now residing at Lake Helen, Florida, where he owns
and operates an establishment known as Book Protectors, Inc., was
instrumental recently in the acquisition by the Library of an unusually
interesting copy of The Holy Bible, printed during the year before Columbus discovered America.

Due to Mr. Salisbury's interest in this fine example of early printing
and also to his connection with Syracuse University, Mrs. Ruth Baker
Miller, Lake Winnemissett, Deland, Florida, presented the volume to the
University Library as a memorial to her late husband, the distinguished
Rufus Stanley Miller, who passed away on 11 August 1963.
This copy of The Holy Bible, in the Miller Family for many years,
was published on 9 January 1491 in Basel, Switzerland, by the famous
printer Nicolaus Kessler, and consists of 436 pages, with both the Old
and New Testaments in Latin. There are hand-colored initial letters
throughout the heavy volume, and many of ~he margins are covered with
notations and rubrications in a handwriting which may prove to be over
400 years old.
Copies of this 1491 edition of Kessler's Biblia Latina may also be
found in the Henry E. Huntington Library, San Marino, California, the
Union Theological Seminary Library, New York City, and the British
Museum Library.
This unusual gift by Mrs. Miller has attracted a great deal of
attention by visitors to the Library where it is on permanent display for
all to see and admire.
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More Fred Ellis

IN

The Courier No. 27 last year and newspapers in Syracuse and
elsewhere on 3 June 1967, the announcement was published concerning
the excellent acquisition by Syracuse University Library of eighty-two
original drawings in chalk, water color, ink, and crayon by the well-known
artist Fred Ellis (1885-1965) as a gift from his widow, Mrs. Ethel Ellis
of New York City.
Since then this collection has been viewed and examined by many
students and visitors interested in the field in which Ellis performed his
lifetime work.
Now comes additional good news: Week before last Mrs. Ellis
presented 144 more original drawings by her late husband, relating to as
many subjects and topics of the day, varying in size from 8 x 12 inches to
24 x 36 inches, executed in various media, but all exhibiting the same
superb craftsmanship evident in the first group given by Mrs. Ellis.
Critics who viewed an Ellis exhibit at the Museum of Modern Art
in New York City a few years ago were of the consensus that his work
"was not dictated by the changing whims of bourgeois fashion. It was not
the art of the salons. Skilful as it was, it was the art of a simple man of
the people, something like the art of Daumier," whom Ellis greatly
admired.

Ekholm of Ithaca

T

HE FOLLOWING is an extract from a letter to the Editor of The
Courier received recently from a member of Syracuse University Library
Associates:

... and speaking of book dealers, I met one not long ago who
is both a gentleman and a scholar, a rare combination in that
trade. I had occasion to be in Ithaca over the weekend, and I
took advantage of an empty Saturday afternoon to call on a
man with whom I have been doing business for some time, but
had never seen face to face. Mr. Ekholm, I am sure you must
know him, received me most graciously, and I found him to be
a most cordial and knowledgeable individual. Mr. Ekholm is a
specialist in old and rare books pertaining to American History,
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Emma Goldman sketched by Arthur Leonard Ross on the platform of
Webster Hall, New York City, during her tour in the United States in 1934.
As her Attorney, Ross was able to get her admitted into the country for a
temporary visit of ninety days.
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but his stock includes all kinds of publications to whet the
appetite of any collector. In every room of the house, Mr.
Ekholm has book shelves all around the walls reaching to the
ceiling and on these any collector is bound to find something
he should like to acquire. I just thought some of the other
Library Associates might like to know of my pleasant visit with
Mr. Ekholm.
The Editor of The Courier in company with a friend visited Mr.
Ekholm last weekend and can substantiate all of the statements extracted
from the letter by the Library Associate quoted above. Mr. J. V. Ekholm
is located at 208-210 Prospect Street, Ithaca, New York 14850, and his
telephone number is AR 3-4695.

A Few More Words about Emma G.
By ARTHUR LEONARD Ross
Editor's note: Back in 1964, Mr. Ross, distinguished Counselor-at-Law of New York City, Gentleman of Letters, American legal representative of Emma Goldman, and a member of
Syracuse University Library Associates, supplied the readers
of The Courier Nos. 22 and 23, with a couple of scholarly and
interesting notes about the Russian-born exponent of anarchism who came to the United States in 1886, wrote and
lectured in behalf of various reform movements, founded the
magazine Mother Earth (1906), whioh attracted wide attention, and stirred things up in general until her death in 1940
at the age of seventy-one. Here is another note about her by
Mr. Ross.

IN SAYING a brief word or two about a phase of Emma Goldman's
character and activities not generally known in America today, I can do
so best by what I found recorded about her in two books written by
the distinguished literary critic and historian, the late Van Wyck Brooks:
The Confident Years, 1885-1915 (1952) and Our Literary Heritage
(1956).
At the beginning of this century the literary life in America was
centered in New York City in the cafes of Greenwich Village and around
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Canal and Houston Streets. Here were gathered Yiddish poets, cartoonists, playwrights, and actors. Young writers came here also from other
parts of the country. There were also Spanish and Italian refugees,
German anarchists, French revolutionaries, and politicals of every kind
from Russia. It was in one of these cafes that Emma Goldman spent her
first evenings in New York City.
These newcomers, the "Intelligentsia" as they were called, gathered
to play chess after theater or lecture, to drink Russian tea, and to discuss
the world's problems and the rights of man. Here they found Emma,
whose mind was filled with the glorious vision of a better world. These
visionary ideas later found a focus in her magazine Mother Earth, whose
office became one of the liveliest centers of thinking in the city.
In 1895 Emma had gone to Vienna to study nursing. She had
acquired at the time a passionate interest in the theater, where the
dramatists were expressing the social thought of the day. It was Emma
who discovered the new dramatists who were making literary history in
Europe. She took to the lecture platform, using the drama to awaken a
social consciousness and to portray the struggles of modern man. Her
lectures included talks on Ibsen, Strindberg, Gorky, Shaw, Andreyev,
Brieux, Wedekind, Hauptmann, and many others. These writers were
destroying ignorance and fear, paving the way for the birth of a new
free race. Emma Goldman's influence was felt by her audiences, for she
was a forceful and eloquent speaker who permitted questions from her
audience and serious discussion on the topics of her lectures. As Brooks
points out: these playwrights devoted their plays to such subjects as the
age-old struggle of labor, the conspiracy of silence on the birds-and-bees
education of youth, crimes committed against the unborn, capital punishment, the slavery of women, and other economic and social questions of
the day and time. At Emma's lectures, the discussions were animated,
her leadership was energetic, and her following was large. Here she
helped destroy ignorance, fear, and prejudice, by the lessons garnered
from the great writers of Europe.
True, Brooks placed Emma Goldman's name under the heading of
"The Muckrakers," together with such worthies as Lincoln Steffens, Ida
Tarbell, Upton Sinclair, Jack London, and others; in .his volume Our
Literary Heritage, he defines muckrakers as reformers, reporters, and
writers emphasizing their importance to the American scene by asserting
that they fought squalor, injustice, and corruption by means of expose,
the drama, and the novel. Brooks never questioned their motives. He
stressed their idealism. They were part and parcel of the great American
heritage.
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Protesters
IN THE GREATEST group of Protesters this country has ever known
- the Signers of the Declaration of Independence - not a single man
had either beard or mustache.

Collectors' Choice
DURING THE MONTHS of December 1967 and January-February
1968, an exhibition was held at Syracuse University's educational and
cultural center in New York City (The Joseph 1. Lubin House, at
11 East 61 Street), in which were shown manuscripts and rare books
from the private collections formed by ten distinguished members of
Library Associates and friends of the University.

For the exhibition the participating collectors chose favored items as
representative of their interests in book collecting. They were:
William P. Tolley: A collection of scarce first editions and related
items of Rupert Brooke, the complex and legendary English romantic
poet of the early twentieth century who died tragically at the age of
twenty-seven.
David Tatham: A collection of sheet music covers produced by
Winslow Homer during his apprenticeship, representing a preface to the
major artistic achievements which followed.
Norman H. Strouse: A group of unique items such as a pre-Gutenberg Korean printing, a medieval manuscript once owned by James
Boswell, and other examples of Beauty and the Extraordinary.
Gordon N. Ray: Selections from a comprehensive collection of
first editions of nineteenth century English poetry which is gem-studded
with manuscripts, proofs, association copies, and other unique items.
Frank P. Piskor: A collection of modern American poetry which
is enhanced by many presentation and association copies received by
the collector from the poets.
David A. Fraser: Books known principally for their illustrations
higWighted by original drawings and wood blocks by Thomas Bewick,
Howard Pyle, Maxfield Parrish, Timothy Cole, and others of equal
stature.
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CONCLUDING PORTION OF VOLTAIRE'S LETTER
From the original owned by Mrs. Helen H. Husted.
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Sol Feinstone: A collection of Americana documenting the beginnings of this country in letters and documents in the handwriting of the
authors of our government - Washington, Hancock, Jefferson, and
others.
Finla G. Crawford: First English editions of G. A. Henty's historical and heroic fantasies for boys of all ages.
John M. Crawford, JI.: A selection from a collection of books
produced by consummate artisans for connoisseurs with an emphasis on
those once owned by the late Sir Sydney Cockerell.
J. Terry Bender: Specimens of typographical excellence by outstanding craftsmen covering five centuries of book production in the
Western World.
The success of this exhibition made it likely that another will probably be held within the very near future.

A New Voltaire Letter
By GEORGE W. HALLAM
Editor's note: In The Courier No. 25 appeared an article about the
copy of the first edition of Letters concerning the English Nation,
by Francois Marie Arouet de Voltaire, the famous French philosopher, historian, dramatist, and man of letters (1694-1778), then
recently acquired by Syracuse University Library.
Down in Jacksonville, Florida, at Jacksonville University, Prof.
George W. Hallam of the Department of English read The Courier
piece, and was reminded that he had recently come upon an
unusually interesting original letter by the great Frenchman. Prof.
Hallam's scholarly note about this hitherto unpublished Voltaire
letter was written especially for The Courier.

AMONG THE GREAT NAMES in the art of letter wntmg down
through the centuries, that of Voltaire is unquestionably the most attractive. For charm and wit, masterful execution, range of interests, and full
sympathy with life, Voltaire's correspondence is surpassing.
Dr. Theodore Besterman, Director of the Institut et Musee Voltaire
and editor of the complete correspondence, remarks in the introduction
to his Select Letters of Voltaire (1963) that by the time the great Frenchman was twenty-four people were "already keeping, buying, stealing,
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passing round his letters, even printing them." Sixty years remained to
Voltaire, and it is impossible to know how many letters he wrote during
his long life. For his edition of the complete correspondence, Dr. Besterman states that he has about 20,000 letters on file. Some of the original
items are doubtless lost forever; one hopes that many others survive and
will turn up on occasion. In view of the diversity of Voltaire's 1,200
correspondents, it will not be strange if the surviving letters are discovered in the most unlikely places.
As an illustration, an interesting manuscript has recently come to
light in Jacksonville, Florida. Remarkably well preserved in a glass frame
along with two conventional photographs of Voltaire, the letter dates
from the final exile period (1754-1778), sixteen years after Voltaire
had lost favor with Frederick the Great and just before he initiated the
striking series of commercial ventures that included - what must be
considered a gesture of consummate irony toward orthodox Christianity
- an invitation to the refugee watchmakers from Geneva to establish
their work at Ferney, the property he had bought about four miles from
Geneva, on the shore of the lake, and on French soil.
With the permission of its owner, Mrs. Helen H. Husted, the letter
is published here for the first time.

bre
30. 8 : 1769 a ferney.
Recevez, Monsieur, mes tres tendres remerciem~nts de la
bonte que nous avez eue de me faire connaitre la belle Lettreque
j'ai ecrite au Roi de Prusse. il y a deux ans que je ne lui al ecrit:
et come rna devotion n'a pas laisse de faire quelque bruit dans
Ie monde, il pourait fort bien croire que Ia Lettre est de moi;
et qu'en qualite de bon chretien je lui reproche son impiete.
tout Ie monde me conseille a geneve de desavouer cet ecrit dans
Ies papiers publics.
Permettez, Monsieur, que je vous envoie la Lettre que j'ecris
Le Duc De Grafton; elle est a cachet volant;
aiez la bonte de Ia lire, vous verrez qui'l y a moins de verbiage
dans mon desaveu que dans l'ecrit qu'on m'impute: oserais-je
encor vous suplier de faire cachete proprement la Lettre pour
M. Le Duc de Grafton. je joins encor a cet envoi une Lettre
pour un gentilhomme anglais de mes a mis. je vous prie

a ce Sujet a M.
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d'ajouter avos bontes celie de faire parvenir surement ces
paquets par la poste.
Les anglais poussent un peu loin la liberte de la presse; ils
ont toujours trap dans les choses que nous n'avons pasassez.
Je vous remercie d'avance de la grace que j'attends de vous.
J'ai l'honneur d'etre avec bien de la reconnaissance, Monsieur, Votre tres humble et tres obeissant serviteur,
Voltaire

That the letter was composed in haste seems clear enough. For example,
the abbreviation in the date suggests that Voltaire miscounted and the
month indicated numerically was September rather than August. The
absence of the name of the addressee is unfortunate, and his identity is
liable to remain a mystery. Dr. Besterman, who has been kind enough to
examine a copy of the letter, is able to note only that the man was not
one of Voltaire's regular correspondents and was in a position to
forward mail.
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the letter, particularly for
one not well acquainted with the complete correspondence, is its tone.
Though the gentle slap on the wrist in the third paragraph is clear, and
offers a mild qualification to Voltaire's supposed "lifelong affection for
things English," one's first impression is that an anticipated quality is
missing, as reflected in this query from a friend of mine who examined
the letter. "Isn't it uncharacteristic of Voltaire - so bold and shattering
- to write in such an humble, apologetic vein? The loss of Frederick's
favors must have been a heavy blow." No doubt it was. Of their correspondence from 1754 to 1778, the year of Voltaire's death, Ludwig
Reiners (in Frederick the Great, tr. P. R. Wilson, 1960, p~ 142) has
observed': "But though the King was ready to forget the past, Voltaire
never could. The indignities he had suffered - through his own fault in Frankfurt and the loss of the honours Frederick had bestowed on him
rankled almost to the last, and the tone of his letters alternated between
fulsome flattery ,and whining complaint." Voltaire was a great man. His
ego was huge, and fragile.
Though the letter does not divulge anything new (or scandalous)
about Voltaire, its importance is obvious; and it is pleasant to record
another instance wherein literary scholarship has been aided by individuals who have the foresight and presence of mind to preserve important documents intact - and are willing to share their treasures with the
academic community.
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Editor's note: For those readers of The Courier who are
more familiar with the American language than with the
French of Voltaire, a translation of the letter is supplied
below:

September 30, 1769
at Ferney
Please accept, dear Sir, my warmest thanks for acquainting
me with the fine letter that I wrote to the King of Prussia. It
has been two years since I have written him: and, as my devotion has caused considerable comment in the world, he could
well think that the letter is from me, and that in the quality of a
good Christian, I reproach him for lack of piety. Everyone in
Geneva has counseled me to repudiate that writing in the
public papers.
Permit me, dear Sir, to send you the letter I wrote on this
subject to the Duke of Grafton; it has a flying seal; have the
goodness to read it, you will see that there is less verbiage in
my disavowal than in the writing that one attributes to me:
May I be so bold as to beg you to seal the letter properly for
the Duke of Grafton. Enclosed with this packet is a letter for
one of my friends, an English gentleman. I beg you to be good
enough to forward without fail these packets by mail.
The English extend a bit too far the liberty of the press; they
are always excessive in those things of which we do not have
enough.
I thank you in advance for the favor I await from you.
I have the honor of being with much gratitude, Sir, your
very humble and very obedient servant,
Voltaire
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NOW IS THE TIME

Dear Friend and Supporter:
You are cordially invited to entertain the suggestion that now is
the opportune time to come to the aid of Syracuse University Library
Associates, and to renew your annual affiliation with that organization.
This may be done by either (or both) of two ways: donations of
property (books, stocks, securities, etc.) or contributions in the form of
checks.
Depending upon the value of the property or the amount of the
check, you may become enrolled as:
AN ASSOCIATE MEMBER by contributing $10 or more in any year;
A SUSTAINING MEMBER by contributing $100 or more in any year;
or
A LIFE MEMBER by contributing $1,000 or more in any year.
All contributions are tax deductible within legal limits.
Checks should be made payable to: SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY,
and communications should be addressed to:
LIBRARY ASSOCIATES
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York 13210

The Board of Trustees of Library Associates is confident of your
early and generous response and looks forward to your participation in
the activities of Syracuse University Library.
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